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Abstract

The objective ofthe research wasto test the efficiency ofstanding,

loye and crouch start for 15m sprints in the fifth grade female

pupils. Although crouch start is the part of the curriculum of
physical education forthat age, there is a strong beliefthat girls at
that age from the motorand technicalpoint are notpreparedfor

its performance.

The results of the research show that the high setting gave the

fastest start for the 15m sprint, followed the results from the loye

start and the poorest results were achievedfrom the crouch start.

However, since on the command ’get set’ keeping balance is
difficult to maintain during the standing start, for mass practice

at school for this age group the loye start is more appropriate

although the results might be poorer.

Keywords: standingstart, loye start, crouch start, youngerchil-

dren, efficiency analysis

 

Zusammenfassung:

ANALYSE DER EFFEKTIVITAT VON VER-
SCHIEDENEN ARTEN DES STARTSBEI

JUNGEREN KINDERN

DasZiel dieser Forschung wardie Kontrolle der Effektivitat vom
Hoch undTiefstart im 15mLauf bei den Schiilerinnen aus der

fiinften Klasse der Grundschule. ObwohlderTiefstart ein Teil des

Sportunterrichicurriculumsftir dieseAltersgruppeist, es tiberwtegt

die Meinung, daB die Schiilerinnen in diesem Alter noch nicht

motorisch und technisch bereit sind, diesen Start richtig

auszuftihren,

Die Ergebnisse dieser Forschung zeigen, daB die Schiilerinnen die

besten Resultate beim 15m-Lauf aus dem Hochstart erreicht
haben, danach aus dem Loyestart, und die schlechtesten Resul-

tate ergaben sich beim 15m-Lauf aus dem Tiefstart. Bei einem
Hochstart ist es aber schwierig, die Gleichgewichtshaltung nach

dem Befehl 'Fertig’ zu behalten. Deswegen wird fiir diese Alters-
gruppe der Loyestart empfohlen, mit dem zwaretwa schlechtere
Resultate erreicht werden. Dieser Start ist aberfiir den Unterricht

geeignet.

Schliisselworter: Hochstart, Loyestart, Tiefstart, jlingere

Kinder, Analyse der Effektivitat
 

Introduction

The physical education curriculum for the fifth grade
pupils within track andfield events includes sprint from
the crouch start. However, many physical education
teachers and coaches argue that pupils are not capable
of that start at that age. They claim that pupils react
slowly to the start command,the speedat the startis low
since in order not to stumble theytry to attain the upright
position. Consequently, they are not able to achieve
higher velocity during the first strides of starting accel-
eration. This is the evidence of their underdeveloped
motorability necessary for the adequate execution of a
crouchstart. Incorrect execution of movements leadsto
an incorrect technique which is later difficult to correct.
Due to that fact, the children of this age should use
simpleror betterto say easierstart types, in other words,
loye and standingstart.

The Problem

The crouch start was first practiced at the Olympic

Games in Athens in 1896. Up to then the postures
exercised in sprinting events were morelike the standing

and crouch starts employed today.

The basic reason for utilizing the crouch start is to
achieve maximum speed as soon as possible. However,
the execution depends to a large extent on motorabili-
ties and the techniqueofstarting off from blocks,i. e. the
posture of a sprinter during the first strides of accelera-

tion.

Awell performed low startin elite sprinters is manifested
in firm pressure on the starting blocks, short starting
reaction and quickly leaving the starting blocks. This is
the way to elficiently overcome inertia by leaning for-
ward, by proper coordination of arms and legs, and the
achievement of maximum velocity as soon as possible.

Thefirst strides of the starting acceleration bring about
the pronounced movement dynamics as a consequence
of the changedstride length and stride rate. These two
parameters change the kinematic stride structure (Ti-
dow & Wieman, 1995). The supporting phase is de-
creased, and the flight phase, that is stride length is

prolonged.

The standing andloyestarts do not require highly devel-
oped motor and technicalabilities, and are consequently
easier to perform. However, even clite sprinters achieve
poorer results when using thesestarts to start the race.

Mostof the authors (Cappenolle, 1987; Coh, 1987; Fe-
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senko, 1966; and Ozolin, 1986) discused in their studies
the techniques of elite sprinters; however, they hardly
touched upon the problem of sprint characteristics in
children and beginners. The research in that area would
be of enormous importance for physical education
teachers working with children, beginners in sports
schools. :

Snajder (1991, 1993) studied exactly these problems. He
has investigated sprinter characteristics in persons who
are not specifically engaged in sprint or who have only
started with track and field, such as students of physical
education or pupils in elementary schools who have just

started training in sports schools.

Tonov (1972) studied theefficiency of the three forms of
start (crouch, loye and standing start) in two groups of
sprinters who were different as regards their achieve-
ment. The running time for 10, 20 and 40m sprints was
measured and the author found that the crouch start
gave the fastest results for all the three races in the
better group, the loye start gave poorer results and the
poorest results were achieved from the standingstart.
However, in average sprinters the advantage of the
crouch start over the other two was negligible. The
author assumed that the lower the performance quality
of a sprinter, the less important the advantage of the
crouchstart over the other two.

The Objectives of the Research

The objective of the research was to establish the effi-
ciency of the three basic starts (crouch,loye and standing
start) in fifth grade girls in orderto either accept or reject
the objection of physical education teachers about the
inappropriateness of the crouchstartin girls of that age.
If the results of the researchjustified the belief voiced by
many teachers that the crouchstart is inappropriate for
that age group other easier forms of start might be
suggested for the physical education curricula for this
age group. The aim of the research will be obtained:

- by establishing result differences and the signiti-
cance of these differences for 15m sprint trom

three different starts;

- byestablishing the differences and the signilicance
of the difference of stride length of eachstart;

- byestablishing the differences and the significance
of the difference of numberofstrides for 15m run
following each start.

Methods

The sample of subjects

The investigation of the appropriateness of the three
different starts and the related start accelerations in
younger age groups was carried out on a sample of 30
fifth grade girls who regularly attended the physical
education classes. The girls were preparedlor the test by
a five-hour training procedure tor learning the tech-

niquesofdifferentstarts.
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The Sample Variables

In order to establish the efficiency of the three different
starts and the related start accelerations, the girls ran the
15m long track in sucha waythat each girl executed three
starts from each of the stated positions, following the
field competition rules. The measured aspects of the

race were as follows:

- running time ina 15m race from each of the stated

starls;

- the stride length following each start;

- numberof strides taken in 15m race following
each of the start positions.

The running time was measured by three electronic stop
watches. The length of the stride was measured by a
centimeter band from the contact surface of the forward
foot (take-off foot) to the footprint of the other foot on
the ground. The numberof strides was established from
the video tape taken during runningof the girls from the
whole group. Thegirls taking the standing andloyestart
had their take-off foot at the sameplaceasin the starting
block when performing the crouchstart. In this way the
length of the track was the sameforall the three starting

positions.

Methods of Data Processing

Theanalysis of the collected data was performedby the
analytical procedures implemented in the statistical
package SPSS, IBM-PCversion. The programmes used
were DESCRIPTIVES (lortesting and describing the
data) and ONEWAY(for the univariate variance analy-
sis) and T-test (for the univariate t-tests for the depend-
ent and independentvariables.)

First, a serics of univariate analyses was performed
(ONEWAY)to test the hypothesis on the quantitative
differences of the dependent variables (running speed
from the crouch, loye and standingstart; the first stride
length in all the three starts; and the numberof strides
for 15 m race from all the three starting positions).

Second,a series of univariate t-tests for the dependent
variables was carried out in order to analyze the quanti-

lative differences among sub-groupvariables.

Thesignificance ofthe results was tested at the 0.5 level.

Results

Minimum and maximumresults, arithmetic means and
standard deviations of the running results for the 15m

sprint trom the three different starting positions have
been presented in Table 1, On thebasis of the analysis
of the results obtained and the differences of arithmetic
means of the measured variables distinct difterences
have been noticed. In the case ofthe 15m sprinting track
seemingly slight differences might be significant. It is
obvious that the girls achieved the poorest result from
the crouchstart position (3.68secs.), and the best results
{rom the standing start position (3.48secs.), The results
{rom the loye start position were between the other two
(3.60secs.).

Table 2 presents the data regarding thefirst stride length
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from thethree start positions in the samegroupofpupils.
Immediately the differences among the arithmetic
means of the results achieved are noticeable. Thefirst
stride lengths achieved from the standing andloye start
are very similar (67.66 and 65.27 cm), that is the differ-
enceis small while the first stride length from the crouch
start is evidently shorter. The longerfirst stride length
from the standing andloye start positionsis the evidence
of faster acceleration and consequently supports the
idea of their higher efficiency in relation to the crouch
start position in this groupofgirls.

Table 3 presenting the numberof strides the girls
sprinted over the track from three different start posi-
tions shows the relations to be almost the same. The
smallest numberof strides on the average was necessary
whenthegirls started from the standing position (12.60)
and the largest numberofstrides whenthey started from
the crouch position (13.02). From the loye start position
the girls achieved the medium numberofstrides (12.92).
Asmaller numberofstrides from the standingstartis the
result of the higher speed,since the flight stageis longer,
but also of the economical running and the low energy
consumption.

The shorter lengthofthefirst stride from the crouch start
caused the larger numberof strides on the rest of the
track. The consequenceis the poorest result from this

specific start position.

All the decisive indicators - the longestfirst stride, the
smallest numberofstrides, and finally the best result,
favour the standing start over the crouch start in this

group of pupils.

Because of the analysis of quantitative differences
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for 15 m, the length ofthe first stride and the number of
strides over the 15 m track from the three start positions)
a series of multivariate t-tests has been carried out for
dependent variables. The achieved results imply the
statistical significance ofthe results at the level ofsignifi-
cance of 0.05 according to the Student 6-distribution,

with the significance criterion of 1.70.

In Table 4 the data regarding the significance of difter-
encesof the results achieved for 15 meter sprint from all
the three positions can be found. Theresults imply that
all the differencesare statistically significant whichis the
definite confirmation of the advantage of the standing
start over the other two in the groupofgirls of that age.

Table 4 The significanceofthe differences betweenthe results of
15 metersprintfrom three different start positions
 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

   

STANDING
START 30 3.4850 341

-6.96 -000
CROUCH
START 30 3.6850 374

STANDING
START 30 3.4850 341

-3.62 .001
CROUCHSTART 30 3.6072 372

STANDINGSTART 30 3.6850 374

2.89 .007
CROUCH
START 30 3.6072 372      

Table 5 The significance of differences of the first stride lengths

from different start positions
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         

among specific sub-groups of variables (running speed

Lens 30 67.6667 11.749

Table 1 The results of running the 15 metertrack (sec). — 9.97 .000
C.S.

ee LENFS 30 50.6111] 11.367

CROUCH 3.8.
START 30 2.9200 4.4500 3.6850 3736 LENES 30 67.6667 11.749

1.66 107

LOYE C.S.
START 30 2.8700 4.2800 3.6072 3715 LENFS 30 65.2778 12.122

PLANDING 30 2.7553 4.1467 3.4850 3406 a 30 50.6111 11.367
START LENFS

: -8.28 -000
C.S.

Table 2 Thefirst stride length (cm) LENES 30 65.2778) 12.122          
 

 

 

CROUCHMe 30 31.6667 75.0000 50.6111 11.3671

LOYEenaee 30 46.6867 90.0000 65.2778 12.1223

STANDING) 35 38.3333 88.3333 67.6667 11.7493
_ START

 

 

Table 3 The numberofstrides in 15 meter sprint
 

  

 

 

  

CROUCH ‘START 30 11.6667 15.0000 13.0222 .7875

LOYESTART | 30 11.6667 15.0000 12.9222 .8563 |

STANDINGSTART 30 11.0000 14.3333 12.6000 .9485       
 

Table 6 The significanceofdifferencesofthe numberofstridesfrom

different start positions
 

 

   

 

 

 

 

        

SS.NUaTa| 30 12.6000] 948
J -3.86 .000

C.S. 30 13.0222) .788NUMSTR 02
S.S. 30 12.6000| .948NUMSTR 1.47 .107
CS.NUgietR; 30.—(| 12.9222} 856 -

8S.NUTR; 30.—«| 13.0222 788
L 3.13 .000

ee 30 12.9222 .856NUMSTR
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In Table 5 the results of testing the significanceof differ-

ences of the first stride length following the three start
positions have been displayed. The results imply that
while the difference between the standing and the
crouchstart and the crouch andloyestartis statistically
significant, the difference between the standing and the
loye start is below the level of significance.

The similar results have been displayed in Table 6 sug-
gesting the significant difference in the numberofstrides
in running over the 15 meter track from the three start
positions. The difference between the numberofstrides
atter the standing and crouchstartis statistically signifi-
cant, as it is after the loye and crouchstart. The differ-
enceis not statistically significant when the girls started
off from the loye start.

The results show that although the crouch start is the
mostefficient for achieving the best results in running
over the short tracks in elite sprinters, the same is not
true in girls in the fifth grade of the elementary school.
Correct performance of the crouch start is for them
muchtoo difficult, since it demands great energy from
the very start signal. Owing to the weak musculature and
low starting speed, the girls cannot run with adequate
forward lean, and soonafter the start signal they assume
the upright position and start sprinting at rather a slow
speed. This hypothesis has also been confirmed by the
results of this research. Hence, standingstart is the most
appropriate for their age since they achieve best results
on short tracks exactly from that starting position.

However, is the standing start the most appropriate
position for running short tracks? The problem arises
when the runneron thesignal ’get set’ must assume an
absolutely motionless starting position, which is difficult
to maintain in the standing start position because of the
imbalance. However, having in mind relatively small
quantitative differences betweentheresults of the stand-
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that the loye start would be more adequate to practice
in the school environment. There are someother reasons
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easily adoptit when theyare ready.
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results are better than from the crouchstart position and
consequently for this age group the loye start seems to
be the most appropriate position.

Conclusion

On the sample of 30 fifth grade girls the efficiency of
crouch, loye and standing start was tested. The different
efficiency level of these three start positions in the stated
population regarding the first stride length, the number
of strides over 15 meter track and the results of running
over the 15 meter track supports the thesis that for this
population standingstart is the most efficient one. How-
ever, because of the track and field rules demanding an
absolutely motionless position on the signal ’getset’, the
loye start is recommended,since althoughslightly less
efficient, it is much more appropriate for the mass prac-
tice in the school environment.

On the whole, the results of the study confirm the ad-
verse estimation of some physical education teachers
and coaches concerning the crouchstart in sprintin the

fifth grade girls.
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